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Slaying the Giants in Your Life
Understand the importance of finding our true identity in Christ with this 8-session
study created specifically for teen guys and young men.

Battlefield of the Mind
Overcome giants and experience a life-changing relationship with Jesus Christ.
When it comes to their spiritual journey, many men feel defeated. Hindered by
'giants' they stand motionless feeling like wimps instead of warriors. Whether they
feel intimidated, unmotivated, or just downright out of touch with what it means to
pursue a relationship with God, Facing Goliath offers help to every man who wants
to overcome his giants and experience a life-changing relationship with Jesus
Christ. Addressing topics like intellectual doubt, fear, pride, and selfishness, men
will find practical steps to discovering the answers to questions, of faith, salvation,
and spiritual growth. This discipleship game plan will help men learn Christian
essentials in a way that appeals to those who are seeking what it means to be a
follower of Jesus and those who have already found Jesus and want to grow.

Facing Your Giants
Through this study of the gospel of Mark, you will learn about Jesus's life on earth,
how He related to people and why knowing Him brings hope to your life. Learn how
to study the Bible for yourself as you get to know the real Jesus. Let your
heartbreak, pain, and uncertainty be overcome by Christ's hope, healing, and love.

The Swindoll Study Bible NLT
Know who you are in Christ and understand how your identity in Christ shapes your
life.
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Anxious for Nothing
Probably one of the most well- known characters in the Bible is David. He grew up
a shepherd boy and defeated a giant named Goliath and then went on to be King
of Israel. While king, David made some serious mistakes. However, David didn't try
to place the blame on other people. He took responsibility and shouldered the
blame himself. By doing this, he was described by God as a "man after His own
heart." In this book, you will learn that God has a good plan for every individual.
But sometimes you can thwart that plan by your own desire to fulfill certain desires
and dreams but God's grace can bring you back to the plan that God has for you.
Even though David made some mistakes and even cost people their lives, he
repented and was able to turn the direction of those mistakes to want to serve the
Lord. God's grace is evident through the entire life of David. Rather than having to
go through your own hard knocks, the author encourages the reader to learn from
these life lessons from David

The Love Dare
Winner of the 2018 Christian Book Award for Bible of the Year. The Swindoll Study
Bible offers the best of Chuck Swindoll's wit, charm, pastoral insight, and wise
biblical study directly to you as you study God's Word. Chuck's warm, personal
style comes across on every page, and his informed, practical insights get straight
to the heart of the Bible's message for the world today. Reading each part of this
study Bible is like hearing Chuck speak God's Word directly to your heart. It will
both encourage readers' faith and draw them deeper into the study of God's Word.
In Chuck's own words: "This study Bible was designed with you in mind. As you
read the Scriptures, imagine my sitting beside you and sharing personal stories,
important insights, and hard-earned lessons that will encourage you to walk more
closely with Jesus Christ. You'll discover the who, what, where, when, why, and how
of the Bible: Who wrote it and when? What does it mean, and where did its events
occur? Why should I trust it? And most importantly, how can I apply it today? "It's
that last question more than any other that has fed my passion to publish this
Bible. My primary focus in ministry has been teaching biblical insight for living . . .
for genuine life change. After all, that's why God has communicated His Word to
us--so that we may become like His Son, Jesus Christ, the central figure of this
Book." Free app with purchase! App includes all content from The Swindoll Study
Bible and can be used across multiple devices with your Tecarta app account.
Available for iOS and Android. (Free app applies to print editions only.)

Signs of the Gods?
Using movie themes and group interaction, this 4-week study will help group
members conquer their fears, face their giants, and grow their faith. The member
book also includes leader helps and icebreakers to enhance your small-group
experience.

Goliath Must Fall
When life is falling apart, God will carry you through. It has been said that
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everyone is either entering, in the midst of, or just exiting a trial. Popular author
and pastor Max Lucado has discovered that at any given point, almost everyone is
dealing with something. Whether the loss of a loved one, marriage issues, illness,
job loss, or the stress of everyday life, people everywhere need the assurance that
God will carry them through. Through decades of betrayal, abandonment, and false
accusations, Joseph never gave up on God or His purpose. And Joseph continually
trusted the sovereignty of God as Master-weaver of his life. InGod Will Carry You
Through, Max invites readers to do the same—to let God’s message through Joseph
guide His children through tough times today. Laced throughout Joseph’s story are
personal testimonies by everyday people who discovered for themselves that “God
had carried them through” as well as quotes and Scripture passages for
meditation. This book is rich in hope for finding peace and reassurance through
whatever challenge you face.

The Love Dare Bible Study
Everyone has a "Goliath"-a problem so overwhelming it is seemingly gigantesque
in its magnitude. Facing Your Giants Study Guide has the answers that believers
need in order to face the giants in life. Whether your overwhelming problem is grief
that you just can't deal with, divorce that has ravaged your family, or an addiction
that has a vice-like clamp on your will-power, Facing Your Giants Study Guide will
teach you to look past your problem towards the solution. Based on the life of
David, this study guide is guaranteed to provide inspiration to succeed against
even the most threatening difficulty.

Becoming MomStrong
The Battle Plan for Prayer will help equip believers to develop a deeper walk with
God and their own specific prayer strategy. This study features weekly teaching
videos by Alex and Stephen Kendrick on the topics of: what prayer is and is not,
why God w

Five Stones
IT’S BEEN SIX YEARS without a winning season and Coach Grant Taylor's job is on
the line. Unless the Shiloh Christian Eagles turn things around—and fast—he's
history. Unfortunately, their leading scorer has just left for a rival school and the
team has lost its drive. The pressure is on. On the home front, things aren't much
better for Grant. His house is falling apart. His old clunker of a car keeps dying, and
the coach and his wife have been unsuccessful in their attempts to start a family.
But God is on the move—in many ways. When Grant receives a message from an
unexpected visitor, he searches for a stronger purpose for his football team. When
faced with unbelievable odds, Grant and his Shiloh Eagles must rise above their
fear and step up to their greatest test of strength and courage.

Great Days with the Great Lives
War Room Bible Study Book includes 5 scriptural lessons and inspiring movie clips
found in the new Kendrick Brothers' movie War Room. This short series provides a
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variety of heart-felt and/or humorous movie scenes and Bible study sessions that
can be used in a corporate church message series or a small group Bible study
setting. Session topics include: Dealing with Spiritual Lukewarmness, Christian
Accountability, Grasping Grace and the Gospel, Engaging in Spiritual Warfare, and
Trusting God in Prayer.

The Battle Plan for Prayer
Fear. Rejection. Addiction. Anger. ComfortMust Fall. It’s likely you have a
threatening giant in your life…an adversary or stronghold that’s diminishing your
ability to live a full and free life. Frozen in the grip of rejection, fear, anger,
comfort, or addiction, we lose sight of the promise God has for our lives.
Demoralized and defeated, we settle for far less than his best. God has a better
plan for you, a plan for you to live in victory. That’s why he has silenced your giant
once and for all. In Goliath Must Fall, pastor Louie Giglio uncovers a newfound twist
in the classic story of David and Goliath. The key to living free from our giants is
not better slingshot accuracy, but keeping our eyes on the one and only giantslayer—Jesus. Put your hope in him and watch Goliath fall.

Estudio Biblico Vidas Valientes Kit Para El Lider/ Brave Lives
Bible Study Leader Kit
A look at the life of David--the defeats he suffered and the victories he won as he
faced the giants in his life--encourages today's teens to defeat the giants that face
this generation. Original.

Facing Your Giants
Goliath was not the only giant David faced. In this thirteen-lesson curriculum,
discover how you, too, can face your giants in the strength of the Lord!Lesson
topics include:-Dare to Answer God's Call-Dare to Take on Giants-Dare to Serve the
King-Dare to Be a Leader-Dare to Listen to Wise Counsel-Dare to Be a Real FriendDare to Love Your Enemies-Dare to Stay Clean-Dare to Accept Correction-Dare to
Raise Your Children for God-Dare to Be Meek-Dare to Show the Way for OthersDare to Walk with God

Facing the Giants
From the best-selling book comes the updated Bible Study on "The Love Dare" to
help individuals, couples, and groups strengthen marriages.

Lessons from David
You’ll get through this. It won’t be painless. It won’t be quick. But God will use this
mess for good. Don’t be foolish or naïve. But don’t despair either. With God’s help,
you’ll get through this. You fear you won't make it through. We all do. We fear that
the depression will never lift, the yelling will never stop, the pain will never leave.
In the pits, surrounded by steep walls and aching reminders, we wonder: Will this
gray sky ever brighten? This load ever lighten? In You'll Get Through This, pastor
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and New York Times best-selling author, Max Lucado offers sweet assurance.
"Deliverance is to the Bible what jazz music is to Mardi Gras: bold, brassy, and
everywhere." Max reminds readers God doesn't promise that getting through trials
will be quick or painless. It wasn't for Joseph--tossed in a pit by his brothers, sold
into slavery, wrongfully imprisoned, forgotten and dismissed--but his Old
Testament story is in the Bible for this reason: to teach us to trust God to trump
evil. With the compassion of a pastor, the heart of a storyteller, and the joy of one
who has seen what God can do, Max explores the story of Joseph and the truth of
Genesis 50:20. What Satan intends for evil, God redeems for good.

Overcomer - Bible Study Book
Ours is an age of anxiety. We worry about our children, jobs, homes, health, and
finances. News and social media feed our fears. Even the fear of missing out leads
to anxiety. The solution isn't to rid ourselves of the sources of anxiety but to
recognize that anxiety originates from a spiritual influence--and then use the
weapons of power, love, and a sound mind to fight back and live in God's peace.
Sharing her own story of emerging from the battle with anxiety as well as the
stories of others, Dr. Michelle Bengtson reminds you of your identity as a follower
of Christ and of the peace he promises you in spite of everything. She provides
tools to cope with the crushing emotional burden of anxiety now, and, more
importantly, shows you how to reclaim God's peace as a way of life so that you can
break anxiety's grip.

Tour of Duty
8-session study looks at biblical truths for a godly family.

Defined - Teen Guys Bible Study Book
When it comes to anxiety, depression, and stress-related illnesses, America is the
frontrunner. Thankfully, there’s a practical prescription for dealing with them.
Anxious for Nothing, from New York Times bestselling author, Max Lucado,
provides a roadmap for battling with and healing from anxiety. Does the
uncertainty and chaos of life keep you up at night? Is irrational worry your constant
companion? Could you use some calm? If the answer is yes, you are not alone.
According to one research program, anxiety-related issues are the number one
mental health problem among women and are second only to alcohol and drug
abuse among men. Stress-related ailments cost the nation $300 billion every year
in medical bills and lost productivity. And use of sedative drugs like Xanax and
Valium have skyrocketed in the last 15 years. Even students are feeling it. One
psychologist reports that the average high school kid today has the same level of
anxiety as the average psychiatric patient in the early 1950s. Chances are, you or
someone you know seriously struggles with anxiety. Max writes, "The news about
our anxiety is enough to make us anxious.” He knows what it feels like to be
overcome by the worries and fear of life, which is why he is dedicated to helping
millions of readers take back control of their minds and, as a result, their lives.
Anxious for Nothing invites readers to delve into Philippians 4:6-7. After all, it is the
most highlighted passage of any book on the planet, according to Amazon: Do not
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be anxious about anything, but in every situation, by prayer and petition, with
thanksgiving, present your requests to God. And the peace of God, which
transcends all understanding, will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus.
In the characteristic tone of his previous books like You’ll Get Through This and
Fearless, Max guides readers through this Scripture passage and explains the key
concepts of celebration, asking for help, leaving our concerns, and meditating.
Stop letting anxiety rule the day. Join Max on the journey to true freedom and
experience more joy, clarity, physical renewal, and contentment by the power of
the Holy Spirit. Anxiety comes with life. But it doesn't have to dominate your life.

Defined - Bible Study Book
A nation in danger. A challenge he can't refuse. War rages between Israel and their
enemies. For forty days, the Philistines most fearsome warrior - a brutish giant
named Goliath - mocks the Israelites from across the valley, challenging them to a
fight. No one dare respond. When the king learns that David wants to battle the
giant, everything changes. With no weapons aside from a slingshot, the young
shepherd must fully trust God to defend the Israelites. Filled with colorful
illustrations and biblical truth, Facing the Giant is part of the Bible Pathway
Adventures' series of biblical adventures. If your children like gripping action and
courageous Israelites, then they'll love this biblical adventure series from Bible
Pathway Adventures. The search for truth is more fun than tradition! Defenders of
the Faith SERIES: Long before The Avengers, long before The Justice League, these
are the ORIGINAL Super Heroes. Read and be inspired by what really makes a
Hero: a firm belief in what is right and the true Faith. Follow the incredible stories
and real life adventures of God’s chosen people.

Facing Your Giants
Everyone has a "Goliath"-a problem so overwhelming it is seemingly gigantesque
in its magnitude. Facing Your Giants Study Guide has the answers that believers
need in order to face the giants in life. Whether your overwhelming problem is grief
that you just can't deal with, divorce that has ravaged your family, or an addiction
that has a vice-like clamp on your will-power, Facing Your Giants Study Guide will
teach you to look past your problem towards the solution. Based on the life of
David, this study guide is guaranteed to provide inspiration to succeed against
even the most threatening difficulty.

Exposing Deceptive Defense Doctors
Who was Jesus —really? For centuries, the Christian church has taught that Jesus is
the divine Son of God, crucified for sinners and raised from the dead. In recent
years, however, that picture of Jesus has come under widely publicized attack from
sources ranging from critical scholars to Internet pundits to popular historians and
others. The new portraits of Jesus seem persuasive. You can’t help but wonder Did
Christianity merely copy its beliefs from earlier mythology? Did the church
suppress alternate gospels? Did Jesus never die on the cross or rise from the dead
for sinners? Is the New Testament hopelessly riddled with errors? New York Times
bestselling author Lee Strobel helps you separate truth from media hype, sound
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scholarship from bias, and fact from speculation. Digging below the surface, this
book provides credible, informed answers to today’s most pressing questions
about Jesus.

The Resolution for Men - Bible Study
The new edition of Exposing Deceptive Defense Doctors overflows with new text,
practice tips, strategic advice, and forms. The highlights include new or expanded
coverage of a broad range of topics, including: What to Do Before and After the
Defense Medical Exam 9 arguments you can make to persuade the defense (and, if
necessary, the court) to allow a videographer to observe/tape the exam What to
Do Before, During, and After the Deposition How to take a bad deposition every
time A better approach – how to take a good deposition every time Psychological
Tests To protocol or not to protocol Sample cross-exam re: misuse of norms that
include race 8 commonly administered psychological tests, including a description
of the test; how bad DMEs will try to manipulate it; and how to respond
to/challenge the DME: Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) Sentence
Completion Test State-Trait Anxiety Inventory for Adults Stroop Trauma Symptom
Inventory (TSI), 2 CAPS-5 Neuropsychological Assessment Battery (NAB) Conners’
Continuous Performance Test, III Debunking Claims of Exaggeration and
Malingering 15 commonly administered malingering “tests,” including a description
of the test; how bad DMEs will try to manipulate it; and how to respond/challenge
the DME: MMPI-2-RF (4 different scales explained and analyzed) Dot Counting Test
Pain Scales (8 different scales explained and analyzed) Structured Inventory of
Malingered Symptomatology (SIMS) Oswestry Disability Scales Cross-Examination
and Traumatic Brain Injury Checklist of areas the DME could/should test for in
diagnosing TBI How to paint a “before and after” picture to challenge the DME’s
claim that your client will be “just fine.” Cross-Examination and Pain How to use
brain scans to prove pain Another practical tip for challenging the DME’s claim that
your client should be pain-free by now Technology, Outsourcing and CrossExamination in the Practice of Law A cautionary note about facial recognition
software How to use Fitbit and/or sleep apps on your phone to your client’s
advantage New Forms and Appendices Form: Arrangement of Hospital Chart
(Omissions Checklist) Form: Authorization to Release Membership Information
Form: Stipulation re Conditions of Psychological Examination Forms: Collection of
court orders allowing expert testimony re the use of DTI Appendix: Airbags — What
Every Lawyer Needs to Know Appendix: Challenging a Coding “Expert” (includes a
practice-tested motion in limine)

Heartbreak to Hope: Good News from Mark
The Resolution: A Small-Group Study for Men was inspired by the resolution
challenge featured in the movie COURAGEOUS. The resolution contained 12
commitments related to characteristics that all men of God want to pursue, such
as responsibility, faithfulness, honor, justice, forgiveness, integrity, and courage.
The Resolution Bible study walks participants through each of the 12 challenges,
identifying their biblical roots and outlining how to live out each godly principle in
real life.
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Finding the Real Jesus
!--StartFragment-- In her most popular bestseller ever, the beloved author and
minister Joyce Meyer shows readers how to change their lives by changing their
minds. Joyce Meyer teaches how to deal with thousands of thoughts that people
think every day and how to focus the mind the way God thinks. And she shares the
trials, tragedies, and ultimate victories from her own marriage, family, and ministry
that led her to wondrous, life-transforming truth--and reveals her thoughts and
feelings every step of the way. Download the free Joyce Meyer author app.

You'll Get Through This
Giants plague today's church and while they may not wield spears and shields,
they are fearsome, causing far too many of God's children to stumble in their
walks. In Slaying the Giants in Your Life, Dr. David Jeremiah challenges us to stand
valiantly against the giants that seek to terrorize today's believers. Dr. Jeremiah
weaves gripping real-life stories of contemporary giant slayers who came face-toface with their own Goliaths: temptation, doubt, procrastination, and jealousy. In
each, you will discover afresh the eternal unwavering promise of God to overcome
those giants.

Uncommon Bible Study, Outlines & Messages
We desperately need role models worth following. Authentic heroes. People of
integrity. Great lives to inspire us to do better, to climb higher, to stand taller.
?Chuck Swindoll Great Days with the Great Lives is a collection of biographies
taken from the Great Lives from God's Word series. Each day provides a Scripture
reference and devotional thought based on the experience of some of the greatest
heroes of the Bible?men and women whose authentic walk with God will teach us,
encourage us, and warn us. These profiles in character from one of America's most
beloved teachers, Chuck Swindoll, offer us hope for the future. They show us that
God can do extraordinary things through ordinary men and women like us. They
teach us what it means to be genuinely spiritual people?people after God's own
heart. Join us now for 365 Great Days with Great Lives?an exploration into the
hearts and lives of God's heroes who continue to instruct and inspire.

Facing Your Giants
Unconditional love is eagerly promised at weddings, but rarely practiced in real
life. As a result, romantic hopes are often replaced with disappointment in the
home. But it doesn’t have to stay that way. The Love Dare, the New York Times No.
1 best seller that has sold five million copies and was major plot device in the
popular movie Fireproof, is a 40-day challenge for husbands and wives to
understand and practice unconditional love. Whether your marriage is hanging by
a thread or healthy and strong, The Love Dare is a journey you need to take. It’s
time to learn the keys to finding true intimacy and developing a dynamic marriage.
This second edition also features a special link to a free online marriage evaluation,
a new preface by Stephen and Alex Kendrick, minor text updates, and select
testimonials from The Love Dare readers. Take the dare!
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Facing Lions, Giants & Other Big Dudes
Facing Lions, Giants & Other Big Dudes is a fun 8-week fill-in-the-blank, circle-theanswer workbook. It captivates kids with exciting Bible adventures and walks them
through kid-focused application questions to discover how they personally can live
with courage. David reveals how to face personal giants. Joshua shows kids how to
deal with daunting walls. Jehoshaphat teaches what to do when you're
outnumbered. And with Peter, kids learn how to say the right thing despite
opposition. Facing Lions, Giants & Other Big Dudes will help your students become
Courage Superstars! Here's what others say: "It was cool how these men had
courage to conquer their enemies with God's help!" Alexander Walsh Student, Age
9 - Rochester Hills, MI "Adventure-filled Bible stories captured my sons'
attentionmade them think about living out courage in their lives. Loved the clear
explanation of accepting Jesus as Savior." Kevin Meek Campus Pastor - The
Orchard Evangelical Free Church - Arlington Heights, IL "This series is greatone-of-akindI love how scripture's presented, discussed, reviewed and applied to everyday
life." Don Pedde Campus Pastor - Woodside Bible Church - Warren, MI "It'd be great
if churches got hold of this series and made books available for children in the
summer." JoElle Benson Mom of 4 - Sioux Falls, SD ..".talented children's
writergreat communicator of God's Wordlanguage flow and humor were so inviting
for my children." Mary Hankins Homeschool Mom - Rochester Hills, MI "Creative,
varied interactions with scripture really help kids make God's truth their own."
Karen Shive Family Counselor - Oakland, MI

War Room Bible Study - Bible Study Book
Archaeological discoveries have increasingly brought to light evidence of women's
involvement in the royal houses of the ancient Near East, yet such evidence has
not fundamentally altered the perception of monarchy as an exclusively malegendered theological, political, and social institution. Solvang's study assembles
the evidence in search of an integrated view of royal women's position and power
in critical functions of monarchy, challenging customary assumptions about
women's place in the royal harem. The historical information serves as a backdrop
for a literary reading of biblical texts describing the royal house of Judah. Attention
is given to three women representing different royal positions: Michal (daughter),
Bathsheba (queen mother), and Athaliah (queen and monarch).

Facing Goliath
A Woman's Place is in the House
Seeks to inspire by suggesting that God can help ordinary people to overcome
daily obstacles similarly to the ways in which the biblical King of Israel found
guidance.

Facing the Giants
Were human beings created by powers from outer space? Did extraterrestrial
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giants build the megaliths of Malta and the menhirs of Brittany? Was the Ark of the
Covenant a machine built by the astronaut gods? In Signs of the Gods? Erich von
Däniken travels far and wide around the globe to study the many strange
phenomena that all point to one conclusion---that many thousands of years ago,
Earth was visited by a race of superhuman powers and intelligence.The questions
he addresses along the way include: Why are the religious sites in Greece all laid
out in the same geometrical pattern---a pattern which is repeated throughout the
world? Does the extraordinary longevity of the ancient Sumerian kings mean that
the Land of the Two Rivers was ruled by a race of supermen? Could the first men
have been produced by cloning? Do the great ruins of Zimbabwe point to an
impossibly detailed knowledge of astronomy? Erich von Däniken's Chariots of the
Gods provoked a worldwide storm of controversy. In Signs of the Gods? he
produces powerful arguments to support his theory of astronaut gods, with
evidence that is difficult to explain any other way. Hear what he has to say with an
open mind---and you may find yourself agreeing with him.

Facing Your Giants Study Guide
Have you ever looked into the faces of the people who call you “mom” and
wondered what in the world you got yourself into? If you’re like many Christian
moms today, you’ve been reading the headlines and watching the rapid-fire
changes in our culture with frustration and fear. Let’s face it: Moms today are
facing questions that previous generations didn’t even see coming, and even our
right to determine what is best for our own children is under fire. Popular speaker
and blogger Heidi St. John (The Busy Mom) believes that today’s mothers need a
special kind of strength. We need to be strong in the Lord and in the power of His
might. We dare not rely on human strength for the battles we’re facing right now.
In Becoming MomStrong, Heidi has a powerful message just for you—the mom in
the midst of it all. Through encouragement, practical prayer points, and authentic
“me-too” moments, Heidi equips you for a job that only you can do: to train your
children to hear God’s voice and to walk in truth no matter where our culture is
heading. God wants to use this generation of mothers to do something
extraordinary: To be strong in the Lord To know who you are in Christ, and To
impart that strength to your kids. In other words, He wants you to be MomStrong!
So if you’re feeling tired or inadequate today, get ready to find new strength as
you join Heidi St. John in Becoming MomStrong.

Breaking Anxiety's Grip
Un juego para el líder de un estudio bíblico de cuatro semanas, en pequeños
grupos, basado en los audaces principios de paternidad y familia que presenta la
nueva película Valientes (de los productores de A prueba de fuego). Contiene el
libro para el participante y un DVD con fragmentos de la película. A four-week
small group Bible study leader kit based on the bold fatherhood and family
principles featured in the new film Courageous (from the makers of Fireproof);
contains member book and film clip DVD.

Facing Goliath Curriculum (Teacher Edition)
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In Facing Your Giants, Max Lucado uses the story of David to help you learn how to
allow God to work with and for you, and to remind you of whom you are to and in
Him. You are seen, loved, and cared for by the God who still does the impossible.
You know your Goliath. You recognize his walk, the thunder of his voice. He taunts
you with bills you can't pay, people you can't please, habits you can't break,
failures you can't forget, and a future you can't face. But just like David, you can
face your giant, even if you aren't the strongest, the smartest, the best equipped,
of the holiest. Focus on giants--you stumble; focus on God--your giants tumble. If
you're ready to face your giants, let his story inspire you. The same God who
helped him will help you.

Facing the Giant
Our most important battles are not always with the 'giants out there'--those
external challenges which we all face. The greatest battles are often within
ourselves. Too often, we diminish our own potential in ministry, business, and in
life. Shane Stanford and Brad Martin frame their powerful book on one of the most
well-known and well-loved stories in history: David and Goliath. We all feel like the
seemingly powerless, scrawny boy David sometimes. And we all must face
“giants”—those challenges that threaten to overwhelm us in ministry, work-life,
and in our personal lives. Five Stones is a series of clear and compelling lessons.
Each lesson arms the reader with practical and powerful tools of self-discovery, so
that the reader’s own liabilities, opportunities, convictions, and capabilities are
revealed. Like modern-day Davids, readers will leave this book empowered to
conquer challenges, in ministry and in life, with clear-eyed confidence and wellgrounded hope.

God Will Carry You Through
Tour of Duty: Preparing Our Hearts for Deployment - Member Book is a Bible study
for Military Wives. Participants will join together with others who have a common
thread--husbands who are being or have been deployed. This study helps wives
deal with the emotional twists and turns they may not be ready to face. It will point
them to God, and participants will learn how to lean on God and not carry so much
of the weight that is so often placed on them. These women will learn to practically
find their hope in Christ alone. Military families like to be prepared--they plan, they
strategize, they organize. But whether they're active, National Guard, or Reserve,
when deployment comes, all the planning in the world can still fail when it comes
to their hearts. Tour Of Duty is an excellent starting point for military wives to get
connected with others in the military community who share this common thread.
Women facing deployment can learn how to lean on God and come out of it
confident in the knowledge that God is with them, He loves them, and He has not
abandoned them. This study, with weekly homework, can be done individually, but
it is better suited for a group setting where women can discuss their personal
experiences. Sessions: 7 Chapters (8 group sessions) Chapter 1 The Road Less
Traveled Chapter 2 Walking on Water Chapter 3 Embracing the Detours Chapter 4
The Desert of Enough Chapter 5 Mountain for One Chapter 6 Facing the Giants
Chapter 7 This Is Your Time Bonus Material: The Emotional and Spiritual Stages of
Deployment For Churches: Ministering to Military Families Features: Includes leader
helps for group sessions Contains extra features/helps for military wives A
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CONNECT resource

Honor Begins at Home
Overcomer Bible Study Book includes content for five sessions, personal study
between group sessions, applicable Scripture, "How to Use This Study," and tips for
leading a group. Many people feel they are less than who God says they are. We
get our identity from our careers, our political positions, our roles in the family, and
a number of other lesser things. However, what is most true about us is that we
are made by a God who loves us, and the gospel can bring us into a relationship
with Him. When we understand who God is, we more fully understand who we are.
This small group study uses clips from the film Overcomer to examine how we
determine our identity and how we can find our true identity in Christ. Session
topics: 1. Who Are You? 2. You Are Broken 3. You Are Chosen 4. You Surrender 5.
You Declare Features: - Five small-group sessions - Personal-study opportunities for
ongoing spiritual growth Benefits: - Learn to define yourself as the Creator defines
you. - Understand that false identity comes from your brokenness. - Trust what
Christ accomplished to make you new. - Find certainty and purpose in the Lord. Recognize ways you are finding your identity in something other than Christ. Reclaim the good purpose God has for your life. - Learn what it means to be broken
by sin. - Study the lives of Moses, Gideon, Jonah, Jeremiah, Elisha, Paul, and other
biblical figures to learn how their relationships with God defined their identities.
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